THE FUTURE OF COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE: A VISION FOR 20301
Forrest S. Mosten

“You are not here simply to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply,
with greater vision, with a finer spirit of hope and achievement”2
Woodrow Wilson, 28th President of the United States
Visionary of the League of Nations

In just twenty years, collaborative practice has grown and blossomed into a powerful force in the
world of conflict resolution. The goal of this special issue has been to examine the state of collaborative practice today, where some leading collaborative practitioners believe we are heading in the near
future and, now, I offer some of my predictions of where the field may be twenty years from now, in
2030. It is clear to everyone who is touched by collaborative practice that it is truly a very effective
way to help our clients and that the future is wide open to build and improve collaborative practice in
directions that may seem impossible to fathom in 2011. Here are twelve ways in which collaborative
practice will evolve in the next two decades:
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I. CLIENTS WILL DEMAND COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE AND MEDIATION FROM
PROFESSIONALS AND MAKE IT THEIR FIRST CALL IN TIME OF CONFLICT
Being a rights-based and competitive society, both the public and the legal profession have
encouraged the expanded use of lawyers to remedy and redress problems and damages. Historically,
when in conflict, people generally have made their first call to a lawyer with the expectation of having
the justice system vindicate the situation. The consequence of this custom has been to create lawyer
domination of disputes, often with a legalistic and narrow approach to resolving those disputes.3
However, as collaborative law has clearly demonstrated, the public is becoming more aware of the
downsides of litigation with its emotional and financial costs that can potentially destroy the disputants and their children. The explosive growth of collaborative practice shows that the public, when
aware, will often choose a nonadversarial option and will likely receive better results in the end.
With consumer use of collaborative practice, mediation, other new paradigm4 client centered
services, in twenty years, I predict that the first call of a person in legal trouble will more often be to
a mediator, collaborative law attorney or other non-litigation professional. Forty years of collaborative
practice will have earned the respect and confidence of the public so that it will be a top process choice
of both consumers and recommending professionals.

II. THE UNIFORM COLLABORATIVE LAW ACT WILL BE ENACTED IN MOST
STATES AND VERSIONS OF IT WILL BE THE LAW IN JURISDICTIONS
OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES
Uniform Laws not only provide templates for individual states to consider—the adoption of a
uniform law, in itself provides legitimacy for new forms of legal practice.5 As more and more
jurisdictions pass legislation with amended versions of the UCLA there will be a logrolling effect—
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momentum will build for collaborative law as policy with courts, professionals, and the public giving
support for that policy.6 The Prefatory note authored by Professor Andrew Schepard, Reporter of the
Uniform Law and Editor of this Journal, is probably the best statement of the conceptual and legal
underpinnings of collaborative law.7

III. COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE WILL BE INCORPORATED INTO THE
MAINSTREAM OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION
In addition to being an alternative to trials, collaborative practice will become an integral part
of ancillary court programs, education for litigants,8 and lists of collaborative practitioners will be
available for litigants at consumer self service centers and client libraries within the courthouse.9
The momentum built by the ABA Ethical Opinion10 conditionally approving collaborative law as
an ethical practice (if based on informed consent) and the passage of the UCLA will lead to specific
professional rules of conduct on both national and state levels involving collaborative practice. While
such model rules have currently been promulgated primarily within the collaborative community, just
as unbundling legal services11 and mediation12 have been the subject of rule-making by the organized
legal profession, collaborative practice will follow suit. The consideration and promulgation of such
rules by the ABA and local bar associations and law societies will further legitimize collaborative
practice and make it more accountable. Texas has already established a separate state bar section on
collaborative practice rather than have collaborative practice as a sub-section or committee of a family
law or dispute resolution section.13 In 2030, the state or nation without an independent section for
collaborative practice will be the exception.
Family lawyer education and specialization will include increased training in negotiation, mediation, collaborative law, and other innovative alternatives. Just as the Law Society of New South
Wales14 has developed a specialization in dispute resolution (in addition to substantive areas such as
family law, tax, etc), most bar associations and law societies will develop similar specialization
programs that will include collaborative law by 2030.
To prepare future lawyers, every law school will have at least a survey course on collaborative
practice.15 Most schools will have companion courses in unbundled legal services, lawyer as peacemaker16, interdisciplinary service delivery, and advanced courses in traditional subject areas (family
law, trial advocacy, client counseling, business planning) that will feature modules of collaborative
practice.

IV. MENTAL HEALTH AND FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL BODIES WILL
INCORPORATE COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE INTO THEIR RULES OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND BE PART OF PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM
As an interdisciplinary form of service delivery and opportunity for new professional opportunities, collaborative practice will become part of the professional education and license qualification for
mental health and financial professionals. Just as mediation training qualifies for continuing educational credit for these professionals in many jurisdictions, collaborative practice courses will be long
approved for continuing educational credit by 2030.
In the mental health field, in addition to traditional education for future therapists and
social workers, students will need training to perform professional roles such as: neutral or party
collaborative coach; neutral collaborative child specialist; neutral sole mediator; interdisciplinary
co-mediator; coach for parties in mediation; divorce coach for pro se litigants; parenting comprehensive or mini-evaluator; special master; parenting coordinator; and therapist specializing in helping
families go through divorce and competently advise clients about legal process, including collaborative law.17 Mental health professionals can join lawyers and other professionals in playing this triage
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role in their private offices. Mental health professional and educational bodies will also sanction these
new services to qualify for required supervision hours necessary for licensure.18
Financial professionals will also modify their coursework to prepare them to work in the “new
paradigm” world. In addition to learning the traditional skills of auditing, tax preparation, and
in-house business accounting, in 2030, financial students and professionals will be trained to perform
these emerging roles: neutral forensic in collaborative practice and mediations; divorce appraisers of
ongoing businesses; arbitrators of divorce family issues; expert witnesses in divorce matters; divorce
tax specialist; and mediators and interdisciplinary co-mediators.19

V. COURTS AND LEGISLATURES WILL RECOGNIZE COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE
AND MEDIATION AS PRIMARY MODELS OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND ADOPT A
SERIES OF INCENTIVES TO UTILIZE COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE
In the past twenty years, mediation has morphed from being considered alternative dispute
resolution to appropriate dispute resolution (sometimes consensual dispute resolution) to dispute
resolution. In the Family Court of Australia, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is litigation,
arbitration, or other “top-down” processes.” Primary dispute resolution (PDR) includes mediation,
collaborative practice, negotiation, and other “bottom-up” consensual processes. By 2030, most
jurisdictions will have adopted the Australian model of PDR. In addition to being an alternative to
courts, collaborative practice will become an integral part of court programs, education for litigants,
and lists of collaborative practitioners will be available for litigants at consumer self service centers20
and client libraries within the courthouse.21
The innovative reforms currently in place to encourage use of collaborative law will become
commonplace. Already, a few jurisdictions are taking steps to promote collaborative practice and
mediation with the goal of easing the court load and helping the public resolve conflicts in a faster and
less painful process. For example, now, in 2010, in the Los Angeles Superior Court every litigant is
sent a letter from the Presiding Judge of the Family Law Department encouraging the use of
collaborative practice and mediation.22 The Presiding Judge handles all collaborative law matters
(signing of Participation Agreement with Qualification Clause is required23) so that parties are not
required to attend standard status conferences and other court proceedings while the collaborative
process is ongoing, and parties who complete their settlements within the collaborative process are
afforded expedited processing of their judgments. There are incentives in place already to reward
those parties who use these methods of dispute resolution and the movement towards increasing these
incentives is very positive momentum to increase the responsiveness of the court system to the needs
of its citizens. Additionally, the societal encouragement to expand the dispute resolution process
beyond adversarial litigation will continue to be implemented in the courts as they will continue to
favor collaborative practice and mediation and other processes that empower litigants to take control
over the process of resolving legal disputes.
Future reforms that will be part of the collaborative landscape in 2030 may include24:
A. Assignment of collaborative law matters will generally be made to one court with a trained
settlement judge who can monitor cases and keep them out of the general litigation system.
B. Collaborative cases will be identified as such in court filings with criteria developed for such
identification by court staff.
C. Attorney fee awards will be given credit if counsel suggests or agrees to collaborative law in
appropriate cases. Similarly, those parties that refuse to participate in collaborative practice
without a reasonable basis will be taxed in respect to attorney fees incurred during litigation.
D. Just as there is mandatory mediation for many custody and visitation issues, judicial officers
will be given authority to order cases into collaborative law. Such collaborative practice will
be generally paid by the parties using these services with relief In forma pauperis for those
parties who can demonstrate an inability to pay.
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Traditional cases in the system (including those involving post-decree issues) involving self
represented litigants will be subject to judicially initiated crash collaborative settlement teams
of collaborative lawyers, mental health professionals and financial professionals who will
meet with the parties either in the courthouse or in private offices.
Just as courts have mandatory parenting education programs, courts and legislatures will fund
and promote mandatory “process” education for litigants that will include major segments on
collaborative practice.
Judges, family court services, and clerks will routinely participate in court sponsored training
for interest based negotiation, mediation, collaborative practice, and other skills of consumer
service to improve legal access.25
Collaborative practice organizations will have longstanding positive relationships with the
bench for increased understanding on collaborative innovations put into place within the court
system and needs of the courts to which the collaborative community might contribute.
Courts, legislatures, and other government bodies will have established sophisticated programs of generic advertising and consumer education26 for more public and professional
understanding and use of collaborative practice.
Courts, government and professional bodies will have collaborative practice Impact Reviews
of Laws and Policies27 to assure consistency of such laws and policies with the goals of
collaborative practice.

VI. MEDIATION WILL BE AN ACCEPTED AND OFTEN USED
FEATURE WITHIN COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE
By 2030, the early power struggle and misguided conflict between mediation and collaborative
practice will be a faded footnote in peacemaker history. Mediation will be used routinely in collaborative practice with independent mediators joining the collaborative process and collaborative professionals being engaged by clients to support mediations. In addition, neutral facilitation for conflicts
between members of the collaborative team will be standard protocol. Such facilitation will be
conducted by team members themselves and/or by use of independent mediators.28
Collaborative professionals will be required to undergo extensive mediation training. Such training
will be mandated within the collaborative community by umbrella organizations and individual
practice groups as well as by courts, professional bodies and legislatures that will have assumed a
larger role in support and possibly regulation of collaborative practice.

VII. REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMED CONSENT NOW REQUIRED OF
COLLABORATIVE PRACTITIONERS WILL BE REQUIRED OF ALL ATTORNEYS
The emerging duty of lawyers to competently advise clients about alternatives that is currently in
force in many jurisdictions29 and that is incorporated in the UCLA for collaborative attorneys30 will
be an accepted professional obligation for all attorneys.
In 2030, before filing initial court proceedings, lawyers representing litigants will be required in
most jurisdictions to certify that their clients have been fully informed of the benefits and risks of
mediation and collaborative representation.31

VIII. COLLABORATIVE SERVICES WILL BE ROUTINELY UTILIZED BY THE POOR
AND OTHER UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS
At present, collaborative practice is largely limited to the wealthiest segment of American families.32 Supported by the UCLA’s understanding of the difficulty of the underserved to obtain substitute
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counsel if the collaborative process terminates,33 by 2030 the benefits of collaborative practice will be
more fully available to the poor and working poor. While the UCLA requires the involvement of two
lawyers to qualify as collaborative law, over the next two decades new processes will develop under
different names to encourage collaborative principles and procedures to be used when one party is pro
se or has a limited scope lawyer who will not sign a collaborative participation agreement. Other
proposals by Professor J. Herbie DiFonzo, seen in his Vision for Collaborative Law will become
common practice in 2030, including: unbundling use of collaborative professionals so that fees can
be reduced;34 collaborative professionals will more readily refer parties to mediation when a single
professional (sometimes supplemented by unbundled counsel) may be more affordable; and court
programs utilizing collaborative processes will be part of the court systems in most jurisdictions.35

IX. COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE WILL BE ROUTINELY USED OUTSIDE
OF FAMILY LAW AND MOST LAW FIRMS WILL HAVE INTERNAL
COLLABORATIVE AND SETTLEMENT COUNSEL DEPARTMENTS
The current nascent efforts to extend the collaborative process to business, probate, personal injury,
intellectual property and other non-family areas of the law will continue and grow over the next two
decades.36 Mediation consumers today differ in their preference for “process” or “content” oriented
mediators. Yet whatever their style at the negotiation table, mediators are known as “mediators.” They
may specialize in divorce or in environmental public policy issues, though they are all still called
mediators. The same will be true for collaborative professionals by 2030. The values and perspectives
that bind collaborative professionals will transcend areas of practice so that family collaborative
professionals and non-family (civil) collaborative professionals will all be called collaborative
professionals.
Regardless of their areas of practice, different business models of practice will be viewed through
the collaborative lens whether collaborative services are provided by sole practitioners working out of
their homes or part of large law firms taking up several floors of urban office skyscrapers. Currently,
in large corporate litigation, some businesses are retaining separate settlement counsel,37 who are
bound by a disqualification clause built on the family collaborative model. There are two tracks of
such settlement counsel: single track and dual track. In the single track, the litigating lawyers “stand
down” and create a litigation freeze while settlement counsel work with the parties directly. If no
settlement is reached, the litigation counsel steps back in to resume the court proceedings.38 In the dual
track, the litigator and the settlement counsel work on separate tracks and assume that there are
litigation-related issues that cannot await settlement efforts. This may occur early in the process, either
because there are immediate legal issues that must be addressed or because the client simply wishes
to proceed on all fronts without delay, or it may occur later in the litigation process when delay of the
litigation process is not practical or not permitted by the court.39 The model of settlement counsel will
evolve and grow so that by 2030, corporate law firms that do not offer settlement counsel will be the
exception and at a competitive disadvantage in the law firm marketplace.

X. COLLABORATIVE PROFESSIONALS WILL UTILIZE PREVENTIVE SERVICES
TO IMPROVE FUTURE RELATIONSHIPS AND AVOID FUTURE CONFLICT
Collaborative practice has focused on resolving current disputes and conflicts. The future and
unlimited marketplace for collaborative professionals is a preventive approach that will be used
symptomatically and asymptomatically.40 Symptomatic preventive planning is using the experience,
pain, and cost of recent legal trouble to motivate clients to consider ways to avoid similar problems in
the future. Asymptomatic legal prevention is working with clients to probe legal soft spots and take
steps to prevent future conflict when no dispute is currently raging.41
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By 2030, it will be standard practice for collaborative professionals who aim to prevent future
conflict to build in postsettlement scheduled meetings and assessments with parties who have an
ongoing relationship. Collaborative professionals can encourage parties to consider meeting semiyearly or annually to discuss parenting and/or support agreements. Another asymptomatic approach
is for the collaborative professionals to calendar executory settlement provisions or life cycle events
for planned future discussion.42
In the next twenty years, collaborative professionals will expand services to preventive rather than
disputed matters. Building on the success and public acceptance of collaborative resolution of divorce,
the public will seek this approach in working out premarital and cohabitation agreements,43 forming
a business, planning an open, surrogate, or step-parent adoption, gearing up for a construction project,
or other matters involving continuing relationships.44

XI. COLLABORATIVE PROFESSIONALS WILL MORE OFTEN BE FULL TIME
PEACEMAKERS AND REFUSE ANY ENGAGEMENTS INVOLVING
ADVERSARIAL LITIGATION
Due to the youth of the collaborative movement that has not yet developed into a critical mass of
profitable practice, most collaborative professionals are still litigating matters during the majority of
their time despite the fact that the number of professionals who devote themselves to full time
peacemaking is growing.45
Just as specialization of peacemaking lawyering will be institutionalized within the profession,46 so
too will the trend of lawyers who eschew litigation and fill their professional time with direct profitable
client peacemaking work such as collaborative practice, unbundled professional services, transactions
involving continuing relationships, and confidential evaluative and consulting engagements.47 While
collaborative organizations such as IACP and most practice groups appreciate the need to accommodate both full time peacemakers and those that conduct a collaborative session on Monday morning
and are in court on Monday afternoon, by 2030 Nancy Cameron’s two-horse dilemma will evolve to
collaborative organizations that require their members to be full time peacemaking. This may result in
the development of a bifurcated legal profession which somewhat mirrors the British solicitorbarrister model with possibly three types of legal organizations in which collaborative professionals
are members: general Bar Associations that permit all licensed attorneys regardless of their professional roles, traditional collaborative organizations that permit lawyers who both litigate and do
collaborative work, and peacemaking lawyer organizations that require members to concentrate their
training and service solely to non-adversarial processes.

XII. COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE GROUPS WILL PROLIFERATE TO
EVERY CONTINENT AND EACH GROUP WILL OFFER A MENU OF
PRACTICE MODELS
After twenty years of development, there are practice groups in eighteen countries reported by the
International Academy of Collaborative Professionals.48 Most of the growth outside of North America
has occurred in the last five years. By 2030, not only will the number of countries dramatically
increase, but also the explosion of collaborative professionals and diversity of practice groups will
defy current accurate predictions.49
The nature of the practice groups will also change significantly in the next two decades. Today,
there are two basic models: open and closed. Open practice groups accept anyone who wishes to
purchase membership but often have more restrictive policies of training and practice experience to
be able to participate on website referral rosters.50 Closed practice groups limit membership to build
a shared and committed collaborative culture within the group as well as to maximize resources for
shared marketing.51
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Future practice group evolution will provide for single model groups, multi-model groups, and
firms of collaborative professionals who generally only work with each other within set interdisciplinary teams and share income and expenses.52 Other collaborative professionals will share an office
but act as independent contractors permitting officemates to be members of different practice groups
and different teams.53 Membership in practice groups will also evolve significantly in the next twenty
years. In addition to lawyers, mental health professionals and financial professionals (neutral and
party coaches, child specialists, and treating therapists and social workers), such groups may be open
to physicians, real estate and insurance professionals, mediators and dispute system designers, and
other professionals interested in and committed to collaborative practice.

XIII. CONCLUSION
This article offers twelve predictions of ways in which collaborative practice will grow and flourish
within the next twenty years. As in all predictions, these are guesses about how collaborative practice
will develop based on past experience of the field’s development, coupled with my personal vision for
the future.
The key to whether these predictions will come true may depend on the vision created by current
collaborative professionals and those that choose that path in the years ahead. For over twenty years
my inspiration in this context has been Tom Peters’ discussion of how vision works and such insight
may also benefit the collaborative movement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

vision is inspiring
vision is clear and challenging—and about excellence
vision makes sense in the marketplace and stands the test of time
vision must be stable but constantly challenged
vision is a beacon and controls your actions when all else is up for grabs
vision is aimed at empowering you first, and your clients second
vision prepares for the future, but honors the past; and
vision is lived in details, not in broad strokes54

Peters’ criteria for the vision of Collaborative Practice may be the foundation for the baby steps
necessary to build on collaborative practice’s current foundation, to achieve the implementation and
lessons from the research agenda proposed by John Lande55 and others to help expand the reach of the
field to increase its access to the underserved, to expand services offered within the collaborative
umbrella, and to create impact of collaborative practice on professional service providers, on the
institutions that support it, and for the public that we serve.56
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